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ABSTRACT: 
  

 Cotton is an immensely important crop for the sustainable economy of India and 

livelihood of the Indian cotton farming community. Cotton is one of the most important 

commercial crops cultivated in India. This is one of the most important cash crops and 

accounts for around 25% of the total global fibre production. It is cultivated in about 312 

lakh hectares across the world and in around 117 lakh hectares in the country. It plays a 

major role in sustaining the livelihood of an estimated 5.8 million cotton farmers and 40- 

50 million people engaged in related activities such as cotton processing and trade. Goods 

and Services Tax (GST) has been proving a mixed concentration for the Indian business 

industries as from the time of implementation and the cotton industry is in a problematic 

situation as earlier where there was no tax on the buyers of cotton from the farmers are 

now levied with 5 percent GST in case of exporting the cotton or selling it to the exporters. 

This paper describes about the impact of GST on cotton industries. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Goods and services tax has been proving a mixed concentration for the Indian 
business industries as from the time of implementation; its effects are widely known to be a 
combination of both good and bad. Some of the industries have rejoiced after the 
implementation of GST while many others are still in confusion and problems due to its 
complex procedures.  

 
The cotton industry is in a problematic situation as earlier where there was no tax on 

the buyers of cotton from the farmers are now levied with 5 percent GST in case of exporting 
the cotton or selling it to the exporters and whereas the exporters will have to bear only 0.1 
percent of GST on it. The issue is brought up by the application of reverse charge 
mechanism. This impact has led to the narrow sales of the cotton as from the conditions 
straightaway from Gujarat. As Gujarat is one of the biggest cotton producers in the country, 
the state is now flourishing with cotton in the current time period but very few ginners have 
come to buy the cotton.  
 

The Indian textile industry provides employment to a large number of skilled and 
unskilled workers in the country. It contributes about 10% of the total annual export, and this 
value is likely to increase under GST. GST would affect the cotton value chain of the textile 
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industry including all garments for men and women like shirts, trousers, saree, apparels, 
shoes and any more clothing materials which is chosen by most small medium enterprises. 
According to the Ministry of textiles (Government of India) total textile export during 2011-
12 was US$ 33161.74 and the total value of textile machinery produced during the same 
period was Rs. 5280crs. 
 
IMPACT OF GST ON COTTON INDUSTRIES: 

The tax rate under GST would be higher than the current tax rate for the textile 
industry. Natural fibers (cotton, wool) which are currently exempt from tax, would be taxed 
under GST.  
 

 Break in Input Credit Chain: 

A significant portion of the textile industry in India operates under the unorganized 
sector or composition scheme, thus creating a gap in flow of input tax credit. Input tax 
credit is not allowed if the registered taxpayers procure the inputs from composition 
scheme taxpayers or the unorganized sector. GST would enable a smoother input 
credit system, which would shift the balance towards the organized sector. 

 
 Reduction in Manufacturing Costs: 

GST is also likely to subsume the various fringe taxes like Octroi, entry tax, luxury 
tax etc. which would help reduce costs for manufacturers in the textile industry 

 
 Input Credit allowed on Capital Goods: 

Currently, the import cost of procuring the latest technology for manufacturing textile 
goods is expensive as the excise duty paid is not allowed as input tax credit. Whereas 
under GST, there will be input tax credit available for the tax paid on capital goods.      

 
EXPORT OF TEXTILE PRODUCTS TO GET A BOOST: 

GST would streamline the process of claiming input tax credit thus allowing the 
textile industry to be more competitive in the export market. Currently, manufacturers/traders 
are not inclined towards exports due to the extensive procedure costs and delays made in the 
processing of duty drawback. Under GST, the system of duty drawback will lose its 
significance. Input tax credit will be provided as a refund under GST instead of current duty 
drawback schemes. This would be a significant boost for promoting the export of textile 
products. 
 

Export promotion capital goods scheme is available for all the cotton-based textile 
exporters. Under this scheme, exporters can claim the exemption for duty paid if they export 
six times the value of duty within a period of next six years. It is expected that this scheme 
would lose its significance under GST. 
 
CONCLUSION: 

There may be a few drawbacks for the textile industry due to the higher tax rate and 
removal of benefits under cotton value chain, but it is safe to say that GST will help this 
industry in the long run by getting more registered taxpayers under a well-regulated system. 
It can also be hoped that GST will help the textile industry to get more competitive in both 
the global and domestic markets and create opportunities for sustainable, long-term growth. 
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The textile industry, which consumes the cotton, as its principal raw material, contributes 
about 4% to the GDP and is the major exchange earner for the country. Hence, growth and 
development of cotton and cotton based textile industry has a vital bearing on the overall 
development of the Indian economy. 
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